Ultralinear heterogeneously integrated ring-assisted Mach–Zehnder interferometer modulator on silicon
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A linear modulator is indispensable for radio frequency photonics or analog photonic link applications where high dynamic range is required. There is also great interest in integrating the modulator with other photonic components, to create a photonic integrated circuit for these applications, with particular focus on silicon photonics integration in order to take advantage of complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor compatible foundries for high-volume, low-cost devices. However, all silicon modulators, including the highest performing Mach–Zehnder interferometer (MZI) type, have poor linearity, partially due to the inherent nonlinearity of the MZI transfer characteristic, but mostly due to the nonlinearity of silicon’s electro-optic phase shift response. In this work, we demonstrate ultralinear ring-assisted MZI (RAMZI) modulators, incorporating heterogeneously integrated III–V multiple quantum wells on silicon phase modulation sections to eliminate the nonlinear silicon phase modulation response. The heterogeneously integrated III–V/Si RAMZI modulators achieve record-high spurious free dynamic range (SFDR) for silicon-based modulators, as high as $117.5 \, \text{dB} \cdot \text{Hz}^{3/2}$ at 10 GHz for a weakly coupled ring design, and $117 \, \text{dB} \cdot \text{Hz}^{3/2}$ for a strongly coupled ring design with higher output power. This is a higher SFDR than typically obtained with commercial lithium niobate modulators. This approach advances integrated modulator designs on silicon for applications in compact and high-performance analog optical systems. © 2016 Optical Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION

A highly linear optical modulator is a key component in radio frequency (RF) photonic and analog fiber optic links and systems, to reduce signal distortion and achieve a high dynamic range [1,2]. Furthermore, an integrated ultralinear modulator on chip is strongly desired in compact, complex analog photonic integrated circuit (PIC) designs [3,4], with requirements well beyond the performance of commonly used silicon-based-on-chip modulators. Silicon Mach–Zehnder interferometer (MZI) modulators have shown significantly worse linearity than the lithium niobate (LiNbO$_3$) MZI modulators used in RF photonics systems [5,6]. The best published result for an all-Si MZI modulator shows a $97 \, \text{dB} \cdot \text{Hz}^{2/3}$ spurious free dynamic range (SFDR) at a 1 GHz modulation frequency [7], while a typical optical link using a LiNbO$_3$ MZI modulator may have an SFDR as high as $113 \, \text{dB} \cdot \text{Hz}^{2/3}$ [8]. This is mainly because the index modulation in Si is achieved by a relatively weak mechanism, charge injection, which is strongly nonlinear.

To increase SFDR, linearization techniques can be used, typically some kind of electronic predistortion that increases the modulator complexity and power consumption and usually works only over limited bandwidth [9,10]. A simple all-optical linearization technique, free of the above impediments, is the ring-assisted MZI (RAMZI) modulator that was proposed in 2003 [11]. The RAMZI modulator uses the super-linearity of a ring phase modulator (with high coupling to the MZI arms) to balance the sub-linearity (sinusoidal transfer characteristic) of an MZI modulator. All-Si RAMZI modulators showed significant improvement over all-Si MZI modulators, demonstrating an SFDR of 106 dB · Hz$^{3/2}$ at 1 GHz and 99 dB · Hz$^{3/2}$ at 10 GHz [12]. However, because the index change of silicon has a third-order nonlinear term with the same negative sign as the inherent MZI nonlinearity, the combined negative nonlinearity is so high that canceling it with the opposite-signed nonlinearity of the ring is difficult, as relatively low coupling coefficients become necessary, causing an increase in the insertion loss and thus reducing SFDR. The all-Si RAMZI modulator still showed significantly lower linearity than a commercial LiNbO$_3$ modulator.

In order to overcome the nonlinearity from silicon-based phase modulators, heterogeneous integration of materials with the linear electro-optic (EO) effect onto silicon was researched. Chen et al., reported the integration of LiNbO$_3$, which has a strong linear Pockels effect. A silicon ring modulator with an adherently bonded LiNbO$_3$ thin film achieved a SFDR of 98.1 dB · Hz$^{3/2}$...
H₂⁵/₃ at 1 GHz and 87.6 dB · Hz²/₃ at 10 GHz [13]. Recent work demonstrated an MZI modulator with the integration of InP-based multiple quantum wells (MQWs) [14]. The III–V layers were bonded to silicon and formed phase modulators on both arms of a silicon MZI. The MZI transfer characteristic has a negative third-order term, as does the III–V MQW plasma-like effect of free carriers and the state-blocking phase change effect. The quantum confined Stark effect (QCSE) has a positive third-order term, and strong wavelength dependence, while the Pockels effect is largely linear [15]. The positive nonlinearity of the QCSE phase response can be sufficient to cancel the negative nonlinearities of the plasma and state-blocking effects at specific wavelength and modulator bias. The heterogeneously integrated MZI modulator achieved a high linearity, with SFDR of 112 dB · Hz²/₃ at 10 GHz [14].

In this work, we further improve the linearity of III–V/Si MZI modulators through the addition of ring phase modulators, using the RAMZI modulator design to linearize the MZI transfer characteristic. Two options for the RAMZI design are fabricated and tested, one with a weak coupling to the rings, and one with a strong coupling to the rings. In both cases, ultralinear operation is achieved, higher than obtainable in the basic MZI design. Heterogeneous III–V/Si RAMZI modulator design, fabrication, and characterization are discussed in detail in this paper.

2. PRINCIPLE, DESIGN, AND FABRICATION

The operating principle of the RAMZI modulator has been described in previous work [11,12] under the assumption that the index modulation itself is perfectly linear, as is the case with the Pockels effect in LiNbO₃. In reality, the index modulation of the heterogeneous III–V/Si phase modulator is more complex as it involves inherently quadratic processes in the reverse biased P-I-N junction with band filling, QCSE, and, to a lesser extent, the free carrier effect [14,15]. It is important to note that both band filling and the QCSE effects are resonant phenomena and exhibit strong wavelength dependence.

To create a MZI modulator with an ultralinear transfer characteristic, the extrinsic nonlinearity of the MZI, which transforms index modulation into intensity modulation, should be balanced by the device design. When a standard heterogeneous MZI modulator is used, its extrinsic third-order nonlinearity is negative and rather large [14]. To cancel it with the intrinsic nonlinearity of the index change would require operation at a wavelength close to the bandgap, which increases insertion loss, causing the SFDR to suffer. The results of the heterogeneous MZI modulator have shown an overall nonlinearity similar to that of the MZI response alone [14].

In the RAMZI modulator design, the total extrinsic nonlinearity of the MZI modulator is reduced, and the level of reduction is determined by the coupling coefficient κ. The device is shown schematically in Fig. 1(a). The symmetric interferometer is formed with a 3 dB multimode interference (MMI) coupler and a directional coupler as power splitter and combiner, respectively. Both arms of the MZI couple to a ring/racetrack resonator through a directional coupler with a specific coupling coefficient, κ. In each racetrack, the low-loss silicon ridge waveguide adiabatically transits to two heterogeneous sections through a 50 μm long taper on one side, and on the other side.

![Fig. 1.](image-url)
side transits to a fully etched nano-stripe waveguide, required for the tight bending radius of 15 μm. Three types of waveguides, with cross sections shown in Fig. 1(a), form the total ring circumference. Both MZI arms and both rings have a separate heater for phase tuning (H1–H4), to control the device operation point. The two heterogeneous sections in each ring have a 250 μm long and 2.5 μm wide mesa. The silicon waveguide under the III–V mesa is 600 nm in width, to increase the optical mode confinement factor in the III–V MQW stack, which consists of 12 QWs with PL wavelength centered at 1360 nm, as described in the detailed design in [14]. The cathodes of all four active sections are connected as the bias port for push–pull operation [16]. Two types of RAMZI modulator were fabricated: strong- and weak-coupled ring designs, with the as-fabricated power coupling ratio determined to be 0.79 and 0.55, representing the coupling coefficients to be 0.89 and 0.74, respectively.

The heterogeneous RAMZI devices were fabricated in house using the process flow shown in Figs. 1(b)–1(j). First, an SOI wafer with 500 nm device thickness and 1 μm buried oxide layer (BOX) was patterned with a 248 nm deep ultraviolet lithographic tool, and then etched with C4F8/SF6/Ar in a reactive ion etch (RIE) tool. After III–V die bonding onto the SOI wafer and removing the InP substrate, the thin III–V film included the n-InP contact layer, AlGaInAs MQW's stack, p-doped InP cladding, and p-InGaAs contact layer (n-side down). It is worth noting that neither precise position alignment nor high temperature anneal was required for the wafer bonding process. A complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) compatible top-down process was then performed. The 2.5 μm wide mesa was etched with methane/H2/Ar RIE etch, and then the MQW layer was wet etched to expose the n-contact layer. After the n-type metalization, a thick SiO2 layer was deposited to protect and isolate the devices. P-type metal was deposited after a deep via was etched on top of the mesa. Pd/Ti/Pd/Au and Pd/Ge/Pd/Au metal stacks were deposited as contact metals for p- and n-type contacts, respectively. Then a Ni/Cr heater layer with total thickness of 100 nm was deposited on top of the Si waveguide. A proton implant was adopted to isolate the mesa with the tapers. Finally, thick metal pads were deposited on both n- and p-contact metal for probe contact. The chip was diced into columns, and the waveguide facet was mechanically polished for fiber coupling. The silicon waveguide is flared out to 5 μm with an 8° angle to reduce the facet reflection. Chips with polished facets were mounted to a heat sink with temperature controlled. The output from a tunable laser source was coupled into the input port with a lensed fiber. At the output port of the modulators, light was coupled back to fiber for performance analysis.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A ground–signal–ground (GSG) probe provides the modulation signal for the device, modulating two straight sections of each ring in a push–pull configuration, with the n contact providing the DC bias voltage level [3], as shown in Fig. 2. Thermal tuners H1 and H2 are used to tune the MZI phase and set the bias point of the MZI, e.g., at quadrature. Thermal tuners H3 and H4 are used to tune the resonance frequencies of the two rings. A tunable laser was used to characterize the device. High laser output power, 15 or 18 dBm, was coupled into the on-chip modulator; however, due to the high coupling loss between the silicon waveguide and lensed fiber, which was ~9 dB per facet, a lower power level was present within the RAMZI modulator. Alternatively, an amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) source was used to monitor the transmission spectrum through the modulator.

The insertion loss of the strong-coupled RAMZI modulator itself (removing the coupling loss of the two fiber-to-waveguide couplings) was 9 dB, compared to 3.7 dB for the short (100 μm) MZI device in [14], which had only 0.7 dB excess loss as the modulator bias was set to quadrature. This additional loss in the RAMZI is from absorption from the longer active sections, plus the optical loss from the four tapered mode converters and the passive silicon waveguides. Much lower loss could be achieved in an optimized III–V/Si ring structure. Additional insertion loss is present when varying the bias conditions of the rings. Figure 3 shows the effect of changing each phase tuner in the RAMZI modulator with strong-coupled rings (κ = 0.79). Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the effects of MZI phase heaters H1 and H2, respectively. At zero voltage, the black traces in both figures show the unbiased device spectra, with the ring “dips” clear; the device should be biased near the high point between these dips. Increasing bias voltage in H1 moves the MZI phase in one
direction, while in H2, it moves it in the other direction. Increasing the bias voltage in H1, as shown in Fig. 3(a), initially reduces the output power to its minimum level, and then it increases. Increasing the bias voltage in H2, as shown in Fig. 3(b), provides a more symmetrical spectrum for small voltages with a value of 1 V providing a reasonable output power.

Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show spectra changes from tuning the ring resonance heaters H3 and H4. Similar changes are seen in these spectra as for tuning the MZI phase, indicating that the heaters have thermal crossstalk and that in these devices all heaters affect both MZI phase and ring resonance frequency. From Fig. 3 it can be seen that the ring resonance frequencies tune a relatively small amount, much less than one free spectral range (FSR), while the MZI phase is more effectively tuned. This should be taken into account when looking at SFDR results for various heater values, e.g., H2 and H4 having a somewhat similar bias effect on the device.

The modulator linearity was characterized through measurements of SFDR at 1550 nm, for a modulation frequency of 10 GHz. The tunable laser was set at a wavelength midway between a pair of dips in the optical spectrum. The modulator output is amplified in an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) to overcome the large coupling losses of the device (18 dB total), followed by a narrow filter to reduce the ASE added by the EDFA. The fundamental and third-order intermodulation products of the modulation were measured using two RF tone input [14].

The modulator’s SFDR was measured at different phase modulator bias voltages and heater voltages.

By carefully tuning the thermal phase tuners H1–H4 and the modulator bias voltage, the highest SFDR for the RAMZI with strong-coupled rings was achieved for a modulator bias of -3 V and for H4 = 1.2 V, as shown in Fig. 4; the measurement includes the fundamental and third-order intermodulation products, and noise level for 1 GHz bandwidth (-69 dBm), providing an SFDR of 57 dB for 1 GHz bandwidth, equivalently an SFDR of 117 dB - Hz^2/3. This is a 5 dB improvement in SFDR compared to a commercial LiNbO3 modulator measured on the same setup. With this strong-coupled device, this high value of SFDR was achieved at the lowest modulator loss, ~9 dB.

Figure 5(a) shows a series of SFDR measurements for the strong-coupled RAMZI modulator as the MZI phase heaters and ring heaters were varied. The SFDR is very high near zero bias, over 115 dB – Hz^2/3. Varying the MZI phase heaters, H1 and H2 (with H3 and H4 = 0 V), a small maximum is found for H2 = 1 V, providing an SFDR of 116 dB - Hz^2/3. Varying the ring heaters’ voltages, H3 and H4 (with H3 and H4 = 0 V), the maximum SFDR value of 117 dB - Hz^2/3 is seen for a number of H4 values of 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4 V.

Figure 5(b) shows a series of measured SFDR values versus the modulator DC bias level, for laser input powers of 15 and 18 dBm. At the lower laser power level of 15 dBm, the SFDR peaks near a bias of -2.5 V, whereas at the higher laser power of 18 dBm, the SFDR peak moves down to -3 V.

Both the SFDR and the modulator output power P_out, i.e., the internal power before output fiber coupling, vary as the input laser wavelength is varied over more than a full FSR of the ring

---

**Fig. 4.** Measured SFDR of heterogeneous RAMZI modulator with strong-coupled rings: 57 dB for 1 GHz bandwidth, or 117 dB – Hz^2/3.

**Fig. 5.** SFDR measurements of strong-coupled heterogeneous RAMZI modulator for (a) changing the voltage in one of the heaters, H1, H2, H3, or H4 (with all others = 0 V) (modulator bias = -3 V, input power = 18 dBm); (b) changing modulator bias voltage with input power of 15 and 18 dBm, with the voltage in H1 = H2 = H3 = H4 = 0 V; and (c) changing laser wavelength with corresponding output power, with the voltage in heaters H1 = H3 = H4 = 0 V, H2 = 1 V and input power = 18 dBm.
spectrum, as shown in Fig. 5(c). The central point with an SFDR peaked just above 116 dB \cdot Hz^{2/3} shows the wavelength where all other measurements were taken, i.e., centered between two dips of the transmission spectrum. In this figure heater H2 was set to 1 V, while the other heaters were 0 V. A high SFDR value is found versus wavelength across a full FSR from the rings in the RAMZI structure. From a peak value at the center wavelength (1549.941 nm) of 116.2 dB \cdot Hz^{2/3}, it drops to a worst-case value of 113.4 dB \cdot Hz^{2/3}, still higher than the best result from an MZI style modulator, either a heterogeneous MZI or a standard LiNbO3 MZI modulator. This indicates that the device could be operated at any wavelength and still provide an SFDR of larger than 113 dB \cdot Hz^{2/3}, whereas centering the wavelength within the ring FSR provides the highest SFDR. Additionally, the highest SFDR occurs at the condition with the highest modulator output power \( P_{\text{out}} \); in this case \( P_{\text{out}} \) is estimated to be 0.74 mW. The output power \( P_{\text{out}} \) varies more versus wavelength than the SFDR, due to the dips in the optical transmission spectra of the device, with much lower output power when aligned with these dips.

The RAMZI modulator with weak-coupled rings also shows high linearity. The measurement in Fig. 6 shows an SFDR of 57.5 dB for 1 GHz bandwidth, or 117.5 dB \cdot Hz^{2/3}, which is the record-high linearity achieved from a silicon-based modulator. However, this was achieved in a high insertion loss regime, with only 0.07 mW \( P_{\text{out}} \) (an insertion loss of 20 dB), making this result less practical than the similar SFDR with higher power from the strong-coupled RAMZI modulator.

Figure 7 compares all the SFDR measurements taken for the devices with strong- and weak-coupled rings using the same laser input power of 18 dBm and the same modulator bias of –2.5 V, with various heater bias conditions. A clear trend between SFDR and output power can be seen for each device. For the weak-coupled RAMZI modulator, higher linearity is achieved at low output power. By comparison, the strong-coupled RAMZI has high SFDR over a wide range of power output, with the peak value occurring at an output of about 1 mW. This provides 11 dB of difference in modulator insertion loss between the two designs when operated near maximum SFDR. The fast fall of SFDR with output power and high insertion loss makes the weak-coupled RAMZI less practical, as it requires significant optical gain to achieve the high linearity. Conversely, the strong-coupled RAMZI modulator provided very high SFDR, over 116 dB \cdot Hz^{2/3} over a very wide range of operating parameters and output powers.

4. SUMMARY

This work demonstrates an ultralinear integrated modulator on silicon using a heterogeneously integrated III–V/Si RAMZI modulator design, achieving a maximum SFDR of 117 dB \cdot Hz^{2/3} for the strong-coupled design, and 117.5 dB \cdot Hz^{2/3} for the weak-coupled design. The strong-coupled heterogeneous RAMZI device had much lower loss at the optimum SFDR bias, and therefore is the most practical for use in system applications. Compared to the standard (i.e., “ringless”) heterogeneous MZI [14], the coupled-ring resonant structures of the RAMZI design provide extra tuning degrees of freedom. The positive nonlinearity of the ring phase characteristics is used to efficiently compensate the negative nonlinearity of the MZI transfer response. The RAMZI design achieves SFDR results better than can be achieved with a heterogeneous MZI modulator or a commercial LiNbO3 MZI modulator. This heterogeneous RAMZI modulator provides an ultralinear integrated modulator for the silicon photonics platform, supporting high dynamic range analog optical systems, and integration with other components to form complex RF photonic PICs.
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